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ABSTRACT: Generative and component approaches are revolutionizing software development just as automation and

componentization revolutionized manufacturing. Key technologies for automating program development are Generative

Programming for program synthesis and Component Engineering for modularity. In this paper we show the contribution of

these two approaches in the implementation of a multi-target learning management system generator adaptable to different

target runtime environment.

This article introduces the basics of a new programming method of virtual learning environments. This approach is based on

generative programming that integrates the user specifications (abstract models) and technologies desired in order to

produce bricks software, then put them together to produce a solution adapted to area and users’ needs. This idea is used at

different levels in the design and implementation of our system LMSGENERATOR, a software factory for business components

and platforms for distance learning.

In this work, we present the challenges, the methodology followed and the implementation of our approach: LMSGENERATOR,

with these two generation process and We promote the idea that using this approach based on open business models,

adaptable, and scalable to obtain open learning environments, adaptable, and scalable. Specifically, thanks to the generative

programming, new technologies or new needs can be easily integrated at any time merely by changing the generators.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, information systems have become increasingly complex, a complexity due no only to the richness of content and

presentation, but also to the defined entities structure. The device of open and distance learning is an example of a complex and

complicated system by its structure, its actors and its operation. Their computerization (eLearning) is a heavy task, complex and

complicated that involves multidisciplinary expertise and complementary methods and techniques from several areas: Information
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Systems, Software Engineering and pedagogical engineering. However, E-learning is now a reality thanks to the development of

computer networks, Internet and especially virtual environments often called platforms eLearning or LMS (Learning Management

System).

In the other hand, there have been these recent years, profound changes in computing that influence how to design and develop

applications. To meet these changes, it is necessary that the aspects of openness, adaptability, and evolution of applications

must be taken into account since the design’s phase. So, the design and programming of complex applications, such as LMS,

Faced with the growing and changing needs of the area, have to use the standards and take into account the notions of

distribution code, deployment, and reuse. Then, it’s necessary to change the programming methodologies of these environments.

This article introduces the basics of a new approach to program virtual learning environments. This approach is based on

generative programming, from user specifications (abstract models) and the desired technologies, software bricks will be

generated and then assembled to produce a complete solution adapted to area and users’ needs. This idea is implanted at

different levels in the design and implementation of a Learning management system generator baptized LMSGENERATOR. This

work shows how the model driven engineering (MDE) in particular the OMG vision of MDE (MDA) and the components

engineering can be combined to implement this system.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we define key concepts and bases of the Model Driven Engineering, Model-

Driven Architecture and Component engineering. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach. In Section 4 we present the

software architecture of LMSGENERATOR and its two phases of generations. At the end, we conclude with some issues related

to this system.

2. MDE,  MDA and Component engineering

The software engineering provides constantly new technologies that facilitate the implementation of computer systems [17].

Whatever the approach used (functional, object, components, middleware or services, etc...) The objective is always the same:

increasing the quality of information systems and facilitating their implementation on a target runtime environment.  This section

presents an overview of currently most used approaches in software engineering and that formed the basis for our approach:

Model Driven Engineering, Model-Driven Architecture and Component engineering.

2.1 MDE

The major drawback of information systems is their increasing complexity and rapid scalability. Deal with this situation, researchers

and industries have agreed on the fact that the solution of this problem should result in a rise of models, and a clearer separation

between business and technology. This decision has helped to pass the models from their contemplative phase which was

reduced to the representation and documentation of computer systems, to a more productive phase which envisages the use of

models in the heart of the systems development cycle. That’s why the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) has been birth.

The Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is a recent discipline of software engineering that promotes models in first-class entities

in software development [18]. It is the subject of great interest from the academic research teams (IDM-Action [19]) and

industrial laboratories (Compuware [21], Softeam [23], AndroMDA [20], Xactium [22], etc…).

It is a form of generative engineering, by which all or part of a computer application is generated from templates [10]. In this new

perspective, models occupy a prominent place among the artifacts of systems development and in exchange must be sufficiently

precise and rich so they can be interpreted or transformed by machines. The process of system development can then be seen

as a sequence of transformations [10] of partially ordered models, each transformation taking one or more models as input and

producing one or more models as output, until executable artifacts.

2.2 MDA

Convinced that the model has become the major paradigm by which the software industry can lift the latch automation

development, the OMG (Object Management Group) released in 2000 his vision of IDM: MDA (Model-Driven Architecture) [24,

11]. This is both a proposed architecture and a development approach.

The basic idea of MDA is to separate the functional specification of a system from details of its implementation on a specific

platform. For this reason, MDA defines an architecture specification structured in several types of models [9]: Computational

Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM), and Platform Specific Model (PSM), generated from the PIM

based on the PDM (Platform Description Model).
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The CIM models the requirements of a system, its purpose being to assist in understanding the problem and to establish a

common vocabulary for a domain. In UML, the use case diagram is a good candidate to represent a CIM. The PIM, also known

as the analysis and design model, is an abstract model independent from any running platform.

The PIM is designed to describe the know-how (skills, expertise) or business knowledge of an organization. Having isolated the

business expertise in PIMs, we need either to transform these models into other PIMs for interoperability needs, or to produce

PSM models for a specific running platform based on PDMs to improve portability and increase productivity. The PDM

modelers the platform on which the system will be executed (component models at different abstraction levels: PHP, EJB, etc…).

Specifically, it defines the various features of the platform and specifies how to use them.

2.3 Component engineering

The component engineering is considered since the 90s, as a paradigm for development of information systems [12]. The use of

this engineering in the early stages of development presents a real interest [13]. Indeed, component engineering essentially

addresses two complementary aspects: design for reuse which aims to develop methods and tools to support the production

process of reusable components and design by reuse which provides methods and tools to exploit reusable components [15].

The study of these two engineering includes different levels of abstraction and operationalizing that are models, languages  ,

tools and engineering processes. Firstly, we start by setting up a reuse system which is necessary for the creation, enhancement

and maintenance of the repository of reusable components. This system sets out the functions of identification, specification,

development, validation and organization of the components [14].

Then, from this repository component we designed and developed systems finished by assembling reusable components, like,

electronics or mechanical components. Specifically, it consist to design and develop systems from prefabricated components,

predesigned and pretested; to reuse these components in other applications; to facilitate their maintenance and evolution; to

promote adaptability and configurability in order to produce new features.

3. Our Approach

Each year the e-learning’s market is in growing development with the new needs [1]. System providers of e-learning must adapt

their offerings to the new needs and technological developments. Certainly, the arrival of these tools and on line training

systems on the training market are accompanied by a variety of proposals [2, 3, and 4] to meet specific needs but it suffering of

many inssuffisence [5 and 6].

Facing the variety of proposals and their insufficiencies, we set a target, the generation of distance learning platforms, adapted

to different training organizations and meet all the needs of the area. The criterion of adaptability will also cover the environment

of execution.

On the other hand, to implement these solutions (criteria), it is necessary that the aspects of openness, adaptability, and

evolution of applications must be taken into account since the design’s phase. Therefore, we always have to act on models

without forgetting the investment cost caused by the redevelopment and adaptation of existing as well as new business

components. Then, these platforms should be generated with a minimal cost and time by adopting the new software engineering

practices.

In other words, the engineering of reusable components combined with the model driven architecture approach place development

processes of complex systems in a patrimonial perspective whose objective is to build a patrimony, to hoard it, use it, reuse it and

develop it. It is this patrimonial perspective that we adopted as an approach to meet our challenges.

In fact, we proposed a development approach [6] that combines the MDA approach to generative programming. It is similar to

the software factory concept introduced in [7 and 8]. Except that ours is coupled with the engineering of reusable components.

Our approach accords with the research ideas on Domain Driven Development [7] and on those about models and language for

the design and handling of domain reusable components [16]. It is mainly based on the ability to define business models that

meet the needs of the area specified in the previous section, and will be processed to generate business components and refined

to a specific execution platform. These business components, in turn, will be assembled to generate virtual learning environments.

The methodological concept followed in our research is an approach [6] with three basic steps:
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• Step 1: It sets up two extensible repositories, one for business models to ensure the business sustainability and the other for

the execution platform models to ensure technological evolution. The business models will be reusable, adaptable, flexible,

integrating the various phases of the overall process of ODL and representing criteria of adaptability to different user groups,

including an educational model that includes different teaching approaches. Similarly, models of execution platform will also be

adaptable, extensible and open to technology developments.

• Step 2: We apply a set of transformation and refining rules to the business models of step 1, to generate reusable business

components and dependent on a target execution platform. These business components will serve to enrich a repository of

reusable business components. This step adopts the MDA approach coupled with design for reuse.

• Step 3: the Business Components depending on the platform, generated in step 2, are used to generate LMS respecting the

rules of the component engineering.

Our approach involves a multidisciplinary expertise and complementary methods and techniques from several areas: Information

Systems, Software Engineering and instructional design.

The following figure shows the different facets of our approach.

Figure 1. The facets of our approach

This innovative approach in the e-learning field  has required an implementation to become automatic, hence the birth of an

original idea that becomes our primary focus and consists of the establishment of a generator, that we name LMSGENERATOR

and which the software architecture and its two phases of generation are presented in the following section.

4. LMSGENERATOR

LMS Generator is an environment used for integration of business components and generation of other components from

model. It aims the generation of platforms for distance learning, executable on multiple execution environments and representing

criteria of adaptability to different user categories. Based on multi-layer and interconnected software components (Figure 2),

this generator provides these users the ability to:

• Maintain a repository of conceptual components (business model repository) (PIM) durable, customizable, flexible and

reusable as well as an extensible repository of platform execution model (PDM).

• Apply transformation, generation and refining rules into models (element of business model repository)in order to generate a

business components runtime on the target platforms (using PDM).

• Integrate existing components in its business components repository.

• Describe and maintain models (structure) of learning platform and store them in a descriptive repository for use as needed.

• Generate distance learning environments based on predefined models in the platform descriptive repository (repository of

LMS description) or by generating directly a new platform with the ability to save its structure in the dedicated repository.

• Deploy the environments in target execution platforms (on specific application servers and database servers).
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LMSGenerator based on an infrastructure using a business model repository and a repository of platform execution models,

whose alimentation is currently the subject of our research. This infrastructure is composed of a generator (Business Component

Generator), an integrator (Integrator Component) of business components for a specific execution platform and a learning

platform builder. The generator is based on model driven architecture approach and permitting, through mechanisms of

transformation or merger, to define and generate specific business components (brick), adapted to the construction of a learning

management system. Once the repository for business components is supply by the generated or integrated bricks, these bricks

will be assembled in the art of reusable components engineering by the learning platform builder to produce a virtual learning

environment. The following figure identifies the software components that support the two generation phases of

LMSGENERATOR detailed in the following Section.

Figure  2.  LMSGENERATOR Architecture

4.1 Generating Process based on MDA

This phase aims to build LMS business components representing criteria of adaptability and dependent on a target technology

(target runtime). It is built on a generation process based on MDA approach supported by two software components of

LMSGENERATOR: Business Model Transformer and Business Component Generator.

Starting from a conceptual business model(element of Business Model Repository), we can apply a set of transformation,

derivations rules and successive enrichments to produce a refined LMS business component (element of Refined Business

Component Repository), ready to be used as a fundamental building block in the construction of our learning platform.

Each business model from our LMS business repository is represented by three sub-models:

• The data model for describing the structure of the component.

• The semantic model to structure and modularize the code of rules, facilitating maintenance and reuse.

• The visual model to define different views of data, independently from visualization means.

These three sub-models should be independent of any application and technology and represented using the UML (Unified
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Figure  3. Generation process based on MDA approach of LMSGENERATOR

Modeling Language) formalism: class diagram, sequence diagram, activity diagram and OCL (Object Constraint Language).

Indeed a business model is a first class entity for our build process. A business model based on a data model and a model that

describes its semantics.

The data model contains a description of the entities involved in the business model while the semantic model describes the

interactions and constraints between these entities and their associated behavior in the context of business expertise. The

visual representation of the business model is the responsibility of the visualization model. This model which offers different

graphical views of business model is considered as a form of representative body of data model, structure, typology and nature

of the business model (web service, web site). Thus, with minimal effort, a component model independent from technology can

be quickly obtained by a series of transformations, mergers or refinements of the three models mentioned previously (figure

3),This transformation is the charge of Business Model transformer (Figure 2).  This component model, as close as possible to

the needs of the application, specifying the services provided and required, enter in its turn in a generation process supported

by Business Component Generator (Figure 2).

This generation process is based on a set of conceptual models of technology development defined in our repository of

technology model (figure 3), in order to generate business components specific to an execution platform as well as their

descriptive XML file. This XML file contains a detailed description of the internal components of the business component (web

page, class, SQL schema). It also serves to feed the descriptive repository of the components used when building the platform.

Once business components are generated, they are refined and ready for use by the process of LMS generation of the second

phase. The figure below, present a partial view of the generation process based on MDA approach.

4.2 Generating Process based on component approach

The purpose of this phase is the construction and deployment of virtual learning environments (LMS) in a target runtime. It is

based on a generation process adopting the component approach. Starting from a repository of LMS business components,

generated in the first phase, or fueled by integration of existing components, we can proceed by assembling, adapting and

refining to produce each time a new device for learning adapted to the needs of training organizations. In this phase we can also

create models of learning management system regardless of the technology, stored in the LMS structure repository for later use

by the construction process.
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The construction process of LMS begins once the process of generating business components completed. This process is

triggered by the LMSGENERATOR administrator which begins the process of construction by the description of the desired

platform. Under the format of an XML file, this description (structure) is a set of functional specifications meeting the descriptions

generated bricks of business components repository (phase1). Once completed the step of description, the process proceeds

by building identification of the specified components in the structure for generating a LMS learning device.

This process of LMS generation brings these bricks, and then refines, integrates and adapts them to build a device that will be

deployed by the deployment manager on the target runtime environments. This process of generation and deployment is

supported by three LMSGENERATOR software components: LMS descriptor manager, LMS integrator and LMS deployment.

The figure (Figure 3), represent a complete view of the generation process supported by LMSGENERATOR.

5. Conclusion

Our approach facilitates the design of Virtual Learning Environments, through their construction by assembling components

generated from model or from components directly integrated into the Business Component Repository. It also accelerates their

development and deployment by the principle of software reuse, as it facilitates their development by providing a clear separation

between specification and implementation components.

Since the models are more perennial than their implementation, we adopted this approach in the will to implement the reuse of

properties, cooperation, adaptability and interoperability in the development of on line learning platforms. Reuse reduces cost

and time for design, implementation and maintenance. The adaptability makes the environment flexible while cooperation and

interoperability makes it open. The main advantage of our approach is the consideration of future developments in technology

or domain. These developments are supported by modifying (or creating) generators associated with LMSGENERATOR that

will automatically propagate changes across all environments and components products.

We have presented in this work, our approach and an overview of LMSGENERATOR software architecture with these two

generation phases. And we have demonstrated the importance of model driven engineering and component engineering in the

development of this generator. Future work will include the finalization of this generator, by defining the rules of transformation

and generation implemented in these cores, and by feeding the business and technological repository. Also, by defining an

adapted component model and a new language based on XML: syntax for describing models and learning platform independently

of technology and that will be used in the generation process.

Figure  4. LMSGENERATOR architecture based on generation process
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